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PROPRIETES GENERALES DES CENTRES COLORES 

THEORETICAL STUDIES OF SOME ACTIVATION ENERGIES 
OF F- AND FA-CENTRES IN KC1 (*) 

J. M. VAIL, R. J. BROWN (**) a n d  C. K. ONG 

Department of Physics, University of Manitoba 

Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2, Canada 

R6sumB. - Les energies d'activation pour la diffusion par sauts du centre F et la reorientation 
des centres F \(Na) et F \(Li) dans KC1 sont analysees theoriquement. Pour chaque defaut dans 
I'etat fondamental et le premier etat excite, l'energie d'activation s'exprime par la somme des 
contributions de rr)  l'excks d'energie cinetique de I'Clectron, 17) son interaction avec le reseau, c) 
I'energie de reseau du defaut et c l )  I'effet resultant de la distorsion klastique du reseau non coniprise 
dans a) et c). 

Abstract. - The activation energies for step-dill'usion of the F-centre and reorientation of 
F,\(Na) and FA(L~)-centres in KC1 are analysed theoretically. For each defect in both ground and 
first excited states, the activation energy is expressed as a sunl of contributions from a) the excess 
electron's kinetic energy, 6 )  its interaction with the lattice (iinpolarizable point ions with BSG 
ion-size correction), c )  the lattice energy of tlie defect, and (1) the net effect of harmonic lattice 
distortion, not included in 0)-c) .  Tlie method of lattice statics is applied, with the electronic state 
and lattice distortion determined self-consistently, using the variational method. When the acti- 
vation energies are compared with experiment, we find the F-centre results about 0.5 eV too high, 
but qualitatively correct, tlie F i(Na) and F {(Li) ground state rcsults in good agreement, and the 
FI\(Li), relaxed excited state (RES)  result qi~alitatively correct. The excess electron's kinetic energy 
is dominant in lowering the RES activation energy relative to that in the ground state, and tlie 
effect of small impurities (Na; and Lir) in lowering the activation energies in both states is about 
equally divided between lattice energy and Coi~lomb electron-lattice interaction. 

1. Introduction. - V:~cancy-type dill'usion processes 
associated with colour centres are of importance in 
studies of formation, aggregation. and luminescence. 
The prototype process is vacancy dillusion. In ligure 1 
we illustrate anion vacancy dill'i~sion in a NaC1-type 
alkali halide. In this process. a ncg:itive ion jumps 
into a nearest anion \,acancq : the vacancy ~~lidergoes 
a diffusion ( ( j u m p ) ) .  Tlie activation energy is tlie 
difference between tlie acti\lated configuration's energy 
and the initial (vac:incp) configuri~tion's energy. The 
activated configuration a h  illustrated in ligure I is 
the so-called saddle-point configuration, in  \vliicli the 
diffusing anion is in the plane of tlie diagram. This 
corresponds to  tlie nssuniption on whicl~ tlie tlieore- 
tical analysis of this process [I]. [?I has been bused. 
 lamely that tlie dilfusing anion follo\\:s 2 strt~iglit-line 
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path, encountering a potential barrier whose height is 
tlie activation energy defined above. We shall report 
later an investigation of this assumption for related 
F-centre diflusion processes (Appendix). 

An F-centre, which is a n  excess electron occupying 
an anion vacancy. may undergo the so-called (c step- 
diffusion )) process 131, analogous to vacancy dilTusion, 
as in figi~rc' 2 .  !ti this process, tlie F-centre and a 
nearest anion exchange positions. Tlie activation 
energy depends sensitively on the electronic state of' 
the F-centre. Since both tlie ground and first excited 
states arc cl~li~si-stationary. either one of them may 
particip:itc in :i step-dif-t'usion process, as illustratcci 
in figures 7tr ancl h. We have considcrecl tlie possibility 
that tlie ~ ~ n i o n  in\ol\,ed in F-(rentre step-diffusion may  
folio\\. a path \\liicl~ carries i t  out 01' tlie plane of' tllc 
diagram. hecausc i t  ni:i>. then encounter a sliglitl!, lo\vcr 
lwtential barrier than it \i.oiild in passing t l ~ r o ~ ~ g l i  [lie 
strict saddle-point config~~riitinn oI'fig~i~.c I (see Appe11- 
dix). Thc ciill'using anioii ih tllcrcl'orc indic:itcd 12). ; I  

dahhecl circle i n  the acti\.atcd conligu~.ation of'ligure 2 .  
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initial (vacancy) 
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activated (saddle-point ) 
configuration 

final ( vacancy ) 
configuration 

FIG. I .  - Anion vacancy diffusion process in KCI. 

An FA-centre has a substitutional impurity cation 
adjacent t o  an  F-centre [4]. Consider the nearest 
neighbour K+ ion lying immediately to the right of 
the F-centre in the initial configuration of figure 2. 
Now let it be replaced by a substitutional Na' or  
Li' ion. Then we have the so-called Type I F,(Nn) 
or  Type I1 FA(Li)-centres respectively. The Type I 
F,(Na)-centre behaves much like a n  F-centre, figure 2. 
However, a n  FA-centre has an orientation in either 
electronic state. This orientation is given by the posi- 
tion of the excess electron relative to the substitutional 
impurity. Thus, for an F,-centre as described above. 
the step diffusion proccss of figure 2 becomes a 
reorietztatioi~ proccss. (For  the F-centre in figure 2, 

( a  ) Ground (even parity) ( b  l F ~ r s l  Exc~ted (odd parity) 
Electron~c State Electronic Stote 

@@@@ oaoa 

a@@@ 
init ial (vacancy) 
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activated (saddle-point) activated (saddle- po~nt )  
configuration conf~gurat~on 

@O@a 
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00ao 
final (vacancy ) 
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a000 
final (vaconcy ) 
conf iguratlon 

FIG. 2. - F-centre step diffusion process in KCI. C1.osshatchcd 
region represents the excess electron. Dashed circle for the 
saddle-point anion indicates asymrnet~.ical position, o ~ i t  of the 

plane of the diagram. 

and final configurations of the reorientation process. 
However, the orientation of the FA-centre refers only 
to  the position of the anion vacancy relative to the 
impurity cation.) 

The type T I  FA(Li)-centre can undergo the reorien- 
tation process only in its electronic ground slate. This 
is because its first excited state in the vacancy configu- 
ration is not even quasi-stationary, and therefore 
cannot serve as the initial configuration of a diffusion 
process. Instead, the excited state is stabilized in  the 
saddle-point configuration [ 5 ] .  TIILIS only figure 2(1, 
but not figure 20, modified by a subslitutional L i t  
impurity, applies to the type 1I  F,,(Li)-centre. The 
activation process of both types of F,,-centre in KC1 
has the diffusing anion following a straight-line path 
(see Appendix). 

112 figure 3 we display the experimental values I'or 
the activation energies of the processes described abovc. 
The sources of these data are : anion vacancy [ 6 ]  : 
F-centrc ground state [3] ; F,,(Na) ancl F,(Li) yroi~nd 
states [7] : F-centre excited state (empirical chti- 
mate) [S] : F,,(Na)-centre excited state [9] : F,(Li)-  
centre excited state [ 5 ] .  where < 0 indicates stabil i~a- 
tion in the saddle-point conlig~i~-ation. The data of 
figure 3 have two striking features : 

there is no  significance to the orientation shown for I ) The large splitting bet~vcen the activation encrgics 
the odd-parity excited-state wave function. The figure ;~ssorinted with ground and excited states. rcspecti~ely, 
is drawn in such a way that, for the corresponding for a given colour centre ; 
FA-centre described above, the odd-parity wave func- 2) The progrcssivc lowering of  boll1 ground a n d  
tion would overlap the impurity cation in both initial excited state activation energies as one goes from F- 
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FIG. 3. - Experimental values, in eV, of the activation energies 
of defects in KCI. 
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centre to FA(Na)-centre to  F,(Li)-centre, i. e. : as the 
associated cation is reduced in size from K +  to Na' 
to Lif .  

It is the objective of this work to  elucidate tliese two 
effects. 

7 .  Theoretical method. - We have carried out 
analyses of the F-centre [[lo] a) ,  b)]  and of the 
F,-centres [I 11 in KCI, which provide estimates of tlie 
defect energy in both ground and first excited states, 
in both initial (vncancy) and activated (saddle-point) 
conGgi1rations. Our theoretical model. approximations, 
and methods, have been described in reference [lo], 
and particularly in section I 1  of reference [I I]. We 
give only tlie siniplest outline 1iel-c. We assume n 
lattice of unpolarizublc point ions \vitli Coi~lomb 
forces, plils Born-Mayer repulsion between nearest 
neiglibours. For tlic electron-lattice inter:~c[ion, we 
include Coulomb I'orccs plus the ion-size correction of 
Bartram r /  (11. [I 91. We LISC simple v;~riational wave 
functions for tlie F-centre clect1-on, with Gaussian 
localization in all cases. splicric;~lly symmetric for tlic 
vacancy configu~.;~tion groil~ld state. a first order 
Legendre polynomi;~l 1.0s tlic angular depcndence of tlie 
first excited state. and  a l i~ ie ;~r  combination of zcrotli- 
and second-order Legenclre polynomials fill. tlie saddlc- 
point ground state. Tlie K a n ~ a l ~ i  metliocl [I-?]. [Id]. 
[I51 is then appliecl to produce a rigoro!~sI), sell- 
consistent energ). estimate. accurate to second-order 
small quantities. by minimi;lation \\.it11 respect to 
wave-function parameters a n d  ionic displaccnients. 

The estimated energy of' a given defect ill :I gi\cn 

electronic state with a given lattice configuration is 
expressible as a sum of five terms, as follows : 

In eq. ( I ) ,  the effect of the harmonic part of tlie 
lattice distortion field is omitted in the first four terms. 
and is fully included in the last. The terms have tlie 
following meanings : 

= electron's kinetic energy, 
= interaction of electron with point-ion 

lattice, 
= ion-size correction to electron-lattice inter- 

action, 
V,(O) = lattice energy of defect relative to [lie 

perfect lattice, 
(d. e.) = total effect of including region 11 harmonic 

distortion self-consistently. 

3. Results. - The F-centre calculation \\li~s first 
performed [[lo] a), h)]  on tlie assumption that, in tlie 
activated configuration, tlie diffusing anion lay in the 
strict saddle-point position, in the plane of the diagram 
of figure 2. The results of tliat analysis are summarized 
in table I of reference [[lo] b) ] .  More recent analysis 
has shown that in zeroth-order tlie saddle-point ion 
has a slightly lower energy (- 0.03 cV louer)  i n  :I 

position displaced out of the plane of figurc 2. (Appen- 
dis). Whether this is the real activated conliguration 
for our model depends on what liappens to the re lu t i~e  
energies of the strict saddle-point a n d  tlisplaccd 
saddle-point configurations when tlic secunil order 
corrections from tlie Kanznki me~liotl are included. 
As discu~scd in the Appendix, it is also Ilccehsar! to 
include second neiglibour repulsion f b l -  tlic displ~i- 
ced saddle-point C1- ion. While tlie question ol' a 
displaced saddle-point for the activated configu- 
ration of the F-centre is extremely interestin$. it 
appears from our  work to date tliat its cnerg) will 
not be much difrerent from that of tlie strict (symmc- 
trical) saddle-point analysed in reference [lo]. and 
acco~.dingly the following discussion is based on tlie 
latter work. 

Let 11s first examine tlie contribution from tach 
term in eq. ( I )  to the splitting between thc nc[i\ation 
cnergies for a given colour ccntrc in its gl.ouncl state 
and in its excited state. I f  we let subscripts v and s p  
refer to \Iacancy and saddle-point lattice configurations 
respectively, ~ l n d  superscripts (e) and (0)  refer to  
ground (even parity) and excited (odd - pilrity) electronic 

states, then we have activation energies E.::: and E,::: 
us follows : 

py) ( E ( V )  - 
.ILL '.P E : ~ ) )  , ( 3 )  

LC::; = (E$'  - El"') , ( 3 )  

and the splitting AE;,,, between tlie activation cncrgics 
is : 

A EL,c1 = (LC.(,:; - E:;;; ) . (4)  
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We denote the contributions to AEa,,, eq. (4), from 
the individual terms in eq. (I) by AT, etc. The relevant 
data for evaluating these contributions are found in 
table I of reference [[lo] b)] and in table V of refe- 
rence [ I l l .  The results are given in table I for the 
F-centre, F,(Na) and F,(Li)-centres. The experimental 
values obtainable from figure 3 are also given, for 
comparison. 

Contributions from eq. ( I )  to tlze splitting LIE,,,, 
eq. (4), between the activation energies of colour 
centres in their ground and excited states. Energies in 
eV. 

Cotltrib~rtions (eq. ( 1 ) )  to the d~yeretice betvveen F- 
centre and FA-centre activation energies. Energies in 
eV. 

F - F A ( N a )  F - F A ( L i )  

g r o u n d  e x c i t e d  g r o u n d  e x c i t e d  
-~ - 

V L ( 0 )  0 . 4 6  0 . 4 5  0 . 6 1  0 . 6 2  

f - 0 . 0 3  -0 .11  - 0 . 0 5  - 0 . 1 :  

- 
" P I  f l .32  0 . 4 4  0 . 5 7  0 . 7 0  

- 
"1s 0 . 0 5  0 . 1 4  0 . 0 6  0 . 1 4  

( d . e . 1  0 . 0 0  -0 .33 0 . 0 1  - 0 . 3 6  

F 
T o t a l  0 .80  0 . 5 9  1 . 2 Q  0 . 9 3  

F A ( N a )  F A ( L i )  

The main qualitative feature of table I is that the 
electron's kinetic energy is mainly responsible for tlie 
splitting between ground and excited state activation 
energies. Examination of the data of references [lo] 
and [ I  11 reveals that this is because the electron's 
kinetic energy drops considerably in going from tlie 
vacancy to the activated (saddle-point) configuration 
in the excited state, but changes very little (rises only 
slightly) in the ground state process. The drop in 
excited-state kinetic energy between vacancy and 
saddle-point configurations is associated with a slight 
delocalization as tlie electron goes from binding to 
two nearest cations to binding in a rather weak two- 
well potential (Fig. 20). We also note that the contri- 
butions A K , ,  AV,, AV,(o), and A(d. e.) in  table I are 
very similar for FA(Na) and for FA(Li), and that they 
are larger than the corresponding contributions for 
the F-centre, but are almost exactly self-cancelling. 

Next let us examine the effect of progressively 
smaller substitutional cations Naf and Li.'. on the 
F-centre's activation energy. For each type of' F,,- 
centre in each electronic state, we evaluate the contri- 
bution from the terms in eq. (1) to the ditrerence 
between F-centre and FA-centre activation ci!crgics. 
The resultant data, obtained from references [lo] and 
[ I  I ] ,  are given in table 11. The cutnrrlatiuc contributions 
are plotted in figure 4, and the experimcntnl activation 
energies are shown for comparison. 

The main qualitative features of figure 4 are as 
follows. First, for the ground (even parity) state, the 

ENERGY 

ground 
s ta te  

FIG. 4. - Cummulative contributions (eq. (1)) to the difference 
between F- and F-\-center activation energies in KCI. The 
solid lines are theoretical and the dashed lines are experimental. 

impurity ion depresses tlie F-centre's activation energy 
in two approximately equal steps, arising from (i) 
tlie non-harmonic lattice defect energy V,(?), and 
(ii) tlie point-ion interaction with tlie electron V,,, and 
each of these effects is greater for the Lit impurity 
than for the N:I+. The V,(o) effect probably arises 
because a small impul-ity in a KC1 lattice is not as 
tightly pressed against its nearest neighbours as is a 
host K +  ion. particuli~rly in tlie saddle-point conligu- 
ration. The v,, ell'ect is not easily ~~ndcrstood intuiti- 
vely, but it indicates that v, ,  rises more during F-centre 
activation than during F,-centre activation. For the 
excited (odd parity) state, relatively large efl'ects again 
arise from V,>(o) and v,,,, but in addition there is a 
comparitble elTect in the opposite dil-ection from the 
harmonic distortion (d. e.). Thus the excited state 
activation energies are lowered less than the ground 
state activation cnel.gic; by the sni:i11 impurity cation. 
If we compare the theoretical results with experiment 
in figure 4, we observe that ( i )  tlie theoretical ground 
state activation energies agree reasonably well with 
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experiment for both F,(Na) and FA(Li) centres ; 
(ii) both ground and excited state theoretical F-centre 
activation energies are about 0.5 eV above the experi- 
mental values ; and (iii) the theoretical excited state 
F,(Na) activation energy is slightly negative, whereas 
the experimental value is sligl~tly positive. (Recall that 
a negative activation energy indicates a stabilized 
saddle-point configuration.) 

4. Discussion and conclusions. - While the investi- 
gations reported here have been rather complicated 
to perform, they are still somewhat rudimentary in 
several aspects. Tlie model and method have been 
critically discussed in section I V  of reference [I I]. 
There are several possible improvements that are in 
principle straiglitfor\vard, but which would be quite 
time-consuming. They include more flexible trial 
wave-functions; less symmetric lattice configurations, 
and inclusion of ionic polariz~tbility. We feel that the 
description of tlie relaxed excited state is inadequate, 
and that parity-mixing and possibly other lattice-dyna- 
mic effects are of importance. It may be tliat more 
precise characterization of interionic forces and of the 
ion-size effect are also required. 

In spite of the above limitations, we have been able 
to theoretically demonstrate and analyse the splitting 
of the activation energies for direrent states of an 
F- or FA-centre, the successive lowering of these 
activation energies by successi\~ely snialler substitu- 
tional cation impurities, and the stabilization of the 
Type I1 F,.,-centre's relaxed excited state in the saddle- 
point configuration. We feel that these successes 
should encourage further work in a similar direction. 

Appendix. - I n  this appendix we report an  inves- 
tigation of the following question : For F- and 
FA-centres, is tlie activated confgur;~tion. figure 2, 
such that tlie difT~lsing anion lies in the plane of the 
diagram, or is it displaced out of tlie plnne of the 
diagram ? We begin with a considerotion of the 
relaxed excited state. flg111.c ?h,  and we evaluate tlie 
energy of tlie systcm for a succession of \,slues of 
tlie displacement .\-' of the saddle-point ion perpen- 
dicular to the plnne of tlie diagram, under tlie fol- 
lowing conditions : ( i )  the wave function remains 
ccntred at the saddle-point position, in the plane 
of the diagram : (ii) all ions except the two posi- 
tive ions nearest to the saddle-point remain fixed 
at their perfect lattice positions ; (iii) the energy is 
self-consistently minimized with respect to tlie trial 
wave function paranletel- and with respect to displa- 
cements of the two nearest posilive ions in the plane 
of tlie diagram. (In the F,\-centres, onc of' these ions 
is K f  and tlie other is either N x f  or  Li'. so their 
displacements are dif'ercnt.) The results of this cnlcu- 
lation are show11 in figure 5 .  We see that tlie energy 
rlses monotonically with s' for the F,-centres. but 

FIG. 5. - Zeroth order excited state energies of F and F.1- 
centres in KCI, as a function of displacement s' of thc CI- 
ion from the saddle-point (x' in units of nearest neighbour 

distance). 

drops and then levels off for the F-centre at a value 
xi 2 0.2 o, where a is the nearest neighbour distance 
in tlie perfect KC1 lattice. At this distance, - 0.2 N,  

one expects the repulsive interaction between the 
d i f~is ing CI- ion and the nearest ions in the 
lattice plane above that of the diagram to become 
significant, and their ultimate displacements may ;llso 
become non-harmonic, necessitating their inclusio~l in 
the zeroth-order calculation. I n  order to gct some 
I-easonnble indication of what happens il l  F-centre 
step dift'usion, we have performed the follo\ving c;ilci~- 
lation : ( i )  introduce Born-Mayer (Huggins-M~tyer) 
repulsion between the saddle-point C I  ion and its 
eight second C I  tieiglibours. using the so-callcci M'TF 
p;w;i~iieters of Tosi and Furni for CI--CI- rcplilbion 
(ref. [Ib], Table I ,  column I ) ,  which \ve denote 
.-I' exp( - I . / / ) )  where, from the data of reference ( I  61, 
.4' = 3.51 x lo3 eV and p = 0.337 A, 1-01, KC1 : 
(ii) evaluate tlie energy for successive \.nlues o f  .Y'  

as before. Tlie result is that the dip in figure 5 ~ .  has been 
wipcd out, and the new curve rises rnonotonic;illy, 
r~ltlier steeply. We would not expect fuller trciitmenl 
of the problem, including second neighbour inte~.:ic- 
tions among all ions. a floating-centre \v;l\c f~~nc t ion ,  
and the lattice statics treatment of region 1 1  ~-el;~\;;t~ion 
to alter. the conclusion tliat the activated csnli?i~~.ation 
of the F-centre involves a symmetrical \;iddlc point. 
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DISCUSSION 

I. ALSAFFAR. - From photoconductivity of addi- J. M. VAIL. - The experimental value of 0.12 eV 
tively coloured KC1 we measured an activation energy for excited state F-centre activation, given in figure 3, 
for the excited state of F-centre of 0.18 eV. This is based on extrapolation of an empirical curve 
value is higher that what has been stated. Could given in Liity's 1968 review of FA-centres. Our theo- 
this be due to the increase of electron mobility as a retical value is around 0.50 eV, which is probably 
result of thermally assisted tunneling from one excited too high. I cannot comment on the interpretation 
state to a neighbouring F-centre ? The life-time of of your experimental results. 
the excited state was prolonged since there was tem- 
porary formation of F' approximately lo-' s. 


